Using Kaltura to Demonstrate Your Project

Kaltura is a web-based screen-recording application. OSU owns a site license to it, which means that all students and staff can use it at no cost to themselves. We will use it so that you can show off your great project without you and us having to be sitting together.

You don't need to use this video as a way to explain your report. I will read the report to get that information. Likewise, don't use the video to walk me through the code. Use this video as a way to show what it looks like when it runs. If I want to see your code, I will go look at it separately. Show off all the required features. Show off anything you have done that is extra and cool. Cool is always good!

If you have a microphone, use it! It is easier for us to figure out what your features do if you are telling us.

To finish grading each project, we will need to watch a lot of videos. Have mercy on us and keep your video short and to the point. Show us all your different program features, but once you have demonstrated a feature, move on to the next one. Do the math – \( M \) minutes per video times \( P \) people in the class, gives …

Go to:
http://media.oregonstate.edu

Login:
Login with your ONID account and password, and possibly the DUO authentication.

Ask to add a new recording using the Recording Tools.

If you've never done this before, a plug-in will need to be installed first. The slides marked with the yellow star show this process. If you have done this before, you can skip around the yellow-star slides.

Of course you agree -- Resistance is futile.

Download the proper version.
I like to just save it on the Desktop so I can easily find it later.
Go back and ask again to add a new recording using the Recording Tools.

Do you want to record the whole screen or just a subset of it?

Do you want to record your face?

Start recording!

How do you want to record your voice?
If you want the preview screen to show, click this arrow up

If you don't want the preview screen to show, click the arrow down

If you want to record both the screen and your face, make sure the camera icon is showing like this

If you don't want your face recorded, click the camera icon to make it look like this

To see your audio source options, click this arrow

Pick the source you want, then click on the arrow again

Move these around to outline the part of the screen you want to capture
Stop    Pause    Abort    Turn microphone on/off    Turn pencil on/off

How much time you have recorded so far

Save the recording and upload it to Media Space

Kaltura shows you your uploading progress

Go back to the Media home page and see your new recording in My Media
Manipulate these two controls to decide how much of the screen to show versus how much of your face.

The Actions menu will let you see and edit the parameters of your video.

This is the Actions pull-down menu. It is really dim.

Uh-oh. This recording’s status is Private. That means that nobody will be able to look at it except you.

The Actions menu to the rescue again!

Use this to set your recording status to Unlisted!
Unlisted means that anyone who knows the URL of your video, which you will give them, can look at it. Be sure to Save! Not doing that will forget that you changed to Unlisted.

Sharing your video with others
You can link and embed your video in your own web pages. Click on your video to play it. Underneath the video, there’s a Share button. Clicking this button gives you options for: "Link to Media Page", "Embed", "oEmbed", and "Email".

After you leave OSU, your material stays right here on OSU’s Media Space server. Apparently we don’t have any retention rules for now. However, that could always change, so you should be sure to save a copy of your best videos somewhere else.

Downloading your video as an MP4 file
This is helpful if you want to let people download it and play it locally.

Select Actions, then Edit, then the Download button.

Pressing the Download button will bring up a dialog box which will let you save the video as an MP4 file.

Opening Kaltura_Capture_recording._March_18th_2020_5_57_01_pm.mp4
You have chosen to open:
- Kaltura_Capture_recording._March_18th_2020_5_57_01_pm.mp4
  which is: MP4 file (1.1 MB) from https://cloud.kaltura.com

What should Firefox do with this file?
- Open with Movies & TV (default)
- Save file
  - Do this automatically for files like this from now on.
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